
the cake size specified
Your preference of fully frosted or semi naked Swiss meringue
buttercream exterior finish
One cluster of seasonal cake blooms (4 - 6 standard blooms plus
foliage + textural pieces) 

Other design elements are available and will be priced upon application.
Portions are shown as 
C (Canape or finger portion 1" x 1" x 4") and 
D (Dessert sized portion 1" x 2" x 4")

For your convenience we have created this comprehensive pricing guide for
our cakes + sweet treats. All quoted cake prices include: 



2 layers of cake - 4" tall plus decoration

6”  - Serves 6d/12c - $180
8” – Serves 12d/24c - $260

10” – Serves 38d/77c - $360

4 layers of cake - 7" tall plus
decoration

6” – serves 24d/48c - $290
7” – serves 35d/70c - $350
8” – serves 48d/96c - $390
9” – serves 55d/110c - $480

10” – serves 77d/154c -
$595

Full height

Single Tiers
Half height



Two Tiers
Half height

6” + 8” serves 18d/36c - $425
7” + 9” serves 24d/48c - $520
8” + 10” serves 36d/72c - $610

4” + 6” – serves 30d/60c - $470
5” + 7” – serves 50d/100c - $585
6” + 8” – serves 72d/144c - $695
7” + 9” – serves 90d/180c - $815
8” +10” – serves 120d/240c - $930

Full height



Full Height

Three Tiers
Half Height

5” + 7” + 9”  serves 35d/70c - $630
6” + 8” + 10” serves 42d/82c - $740

4” + 6” + 8” Serves 78d/156c - $795 
5” + 7” + 9”  serves 105/210c - $950
6” + 8” + 10” serves 144/288c - $1110



 
Delight your guests by embracing the 

celebration of your years with our custom 
number birthday cakes. Choose from a 

selection of irresistible bespoke toppings for 
a touch of birthday cake luxe.

 
First number: $200

Second + subsequent numbers $170
 

Serving numbers range between 35 (for the 
number one) to 50 (for the number 8)

Number Cakes



24 sweet portions of fluffy vanilla bean or
milk chocolate cupcakes finished in your

preferred colour scheme. Includes our
signature eclectic piping finish + luxe

sprinkle blends
$77

12 standard sized cupcakes in your choice of
flavour from our delicious seasonal menu

Basic swirl $65 per dozen
Eclectic piping $80 per dozen

Add fresh blooms as pictured for $3 per
cupcake

Cupcakes
Mini cupcakes

Full size cupcakes



Our range of premium, high quality cake
stands for exclusive hire by our clients.

Elevate your wedding or celebration cake
with the addition of one of our hire

pieces.  From $40.
Further terms and conditions apply.

Hire Inventory


